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Judo Tennis Bossaball

Table tennis
)(

Ice diving Volley ball

Hockey – Golf Practise

Boring Indoors Kick

Metal Competition Use

Hit Head Feet

Both Popular - Rules

Same –– Pick Ran

Pitch Goalkeeper Goal –

Throw Team Touch

Referee Game Make sure  -

Follow Glove  - Racquet

Court Net Over

Inside Lines Umpire

Decide Points Win –-

Behave Differences - Facts

Opinions Mainly adv Main adj

Support Have to + V1 – Don't have to

Can – Can't – Judge

Middle Well-trained Diver
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Once Seal Penguin

Observe Surface Catch

Original Spot – Mess

Miss Match - - Earn

Area Guard – Quote

A good sport Respect Teammate

Opponent Accept Excuses

Injury Train hard Realise

Dream – Participate Compete

Championship Wait Athlete

Take part in Olympic games Athletics

Fencing Medal Chariot racing

Throwing Runner Sword

Gymnastic Stretch – TOOK PLACE

Athens )( Modern Receive

Crown Olive leaves Lasted

Barely Nowadays Rugby

Chess Surfing – Flexible adj

Competitors charity Event

Donation Collect Victory
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Decisions: قرارات Blame تلوم Violence العنف
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Football and tennis are both very popular

Football and tennis are both very popular sports and people play them all over the world. What
are the rules? Are they the same now as they were when people first played these sports?

Before 1863, not everyone played football with the same rules. Some people picked the ball up
and ran with it. In 1863, there were new rules and these rules are used now. Each team has to
have 11 players. You play football on a pitch. One player in each team, the goalkeeper, has to
stand in the goal. The goalkeeper can pick the ball up and throw or kick it to the players in their
team. The other players have to kick the ball to the other players. You can’t touch the ball with
your hands. The referee watches the game. He makes sure players follow the rules.

People began playing tennis a long time ago. First, they hit the ball with their hand. Then they
used a glove. Finally, they used racquets. You have to play tennis on a court with a net. You have
to hit the ball over the net with a racquet. You have to hit the ball inside the lines. You can’t
throw the ball. You have to have an umpire. The umpire decides if a player wins a point.

QQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQ
QQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQ
QQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQa. How do you think players should behave when there is no referee watching the game?b. Find two differences between the rules of tennis and the rules of football.c. What are the other rules for playing football?d. Does this article contain mainly facts or opinions? Give two examples from the text tosupport your answer.E. what are the underlined words refer to?F. what are the meanings of the following words?1. A judge decides for the game in tennis.2. A judge decides for the game in football.3. Playing area for tennis.4. Playing area for football.5. A player guards the goal.g. Quote the sentence which talks about the number of players in football.
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The Olympic Games are a tradition from Ancient Greece. They took place in Athens over 2,700
years ago. The modern Olympic Games began in 1896. Many of the sports we see today were at
the original games.

The modern Olympic Games happen every four years just as they did in Ancient Greece.

In Ancient Greece, winners received a crown of olive leaves to put on their heads. The modern
Olympic Games started to give medals – gold, silver and bronze – in 1908. In Ancient Greece, the
games lasted Five days. Now they last for about 16 days.

Four sports were at the first modern Olympic Games and are still there now. They are athletics,
swimming, fencing and gymnastics. Some sports that were played in the ancient games, like
chariot racing, are barely even known nowadays. Some sports, like volleyball and basketball, were
not in the Olympic Games until the 1900s. In 2016, there will be two new sports – golf and rugby.
Some sports, such as chess and surfing, are not Olympic sports.
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1) If you were participating in the Olympic Games and you came second,

2) Which medal would you receive – a silver, bronze or gold medal?

3) What are the similarities between the modern Olympic Games and the ancient Greek

games?

4) Do you think chess and surfing should be Olympic sports? Why/Why not?

5) What sports would you like to see included in the Olympic Games? Explain your choices.

6) When did the modern Olympics begin? And where did it take place before?

7) How often do the Olympic Games happen?

8) What are the differences between the modern Olympic Games and the ancient Greek

games?

9) What are the underlined words referring to?

10) Quote the phrase which shows the sports in the first modern Olympics?

11) What are the meanings of the following words:

a) A round flat piece given to someone who won a competition. b) A modern sports events held

every four years.


